Local Artist Destroys Paintings
The following paintings found no buyers at $20 in December of
2021, and were summarily destroyed or painted over on December 31,
2021. I am not going to title them or list them or even put the year they
were made. I do have records somewhere. I am just going to write about
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what I remember about destroying them. The first one was a fairly large
painting and I was videotaping myself cutting it with a sharp blade, but
then I was worried about accidentally cutting into the paintings that this
one was leaning up against, but that was silly, because I was going to
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destroy those ones as well next. Also, I was worried about getting them
muddy, even though I was about to destroy those ones as well. So that
was kind of a weird feeling to have. And then the video I took of
destroying the first painting got lost. The app just shut down and the
video was lost. That was kind of odd I thought. Then I thought that I
should just destroy them and not document it. It didn’t seem right to film
it. So then I just had to go about the business of destroying all of the rest
of the unsold paintings.
That first painting had been around since the 90s. It had already
been painted over a bunch of times by the time I got around to this one
in 2017. It was more of experiments with an airbrush than anything else.
Same with Lizotte’s. I like that painting but it is kind of bulky. This
version of Harolds Garage didn’t appeal to anyone, so I destroyed it.
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The image lingers on though. Most people just know art through seeing
an image of it, not the actual artwork in person.
After those first three were out of the way I was kind of relieved.
I just didn’t have to think about them anymore. The main thing I am
trying to do is get rid of all the old paintings that were sitting around
with me having thoughts about how much money they would one day be
worth and that I should keep them for when that day arrived. Well, it
turns out for some of these paintings that day never arrived. The next
two were part of a series of four paintings, these two being the studies, in
essence, of the other two paintings. I also have drawings that I’ve kept.
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These paintings were made in early 2019 as part of a
commission for a painting by Tommy Twilite. The paintings are based
on an old photo of when there was a fire station on Masonic Street. It
was in the building that Woodstar is now in, and if you look carefully at
the real life cafe you can see where the doors were.
2019 started off as a year in which I was making new work and
then a few venues closed and the art market shifted, and I wasn’t able to
respond quickly enough at the time. I have it documented somewhere
about what other paintings I made around this time. This would have
been early 2019. The firehouse commission and a few other works in the
winter. Then I seem to recall taking a long break from making any art
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that year until the fall when I made the Birds of Mars paintings, which I
am in negotiations regarding
I have the year written down somewhere, but not currently at
hand. Perhaps 2013 was the year. I made some designs and cut stencils
and then using spray paint—different colors. I would make art works on
paper. Over the years most of the stencils got lost or messed up and I
threw them out. I have kept a few sets of the stencils, however, and these
paintings were made sometime in 2017 or 2018. I made about a half
dozen on canvas and maybe some on paper. Spray paint. I also had
made some in 2018 or 2019 painted by hand. Some of those got
destroyed (not be me) in 2019. I really like how these paintings came out,
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but they just didn’t find the right person who wanted to part with $20 for
them, so I had to let them go. I’ve had them around for four years. If
someone wanted a painting like this then I could just make them a new
one. That is what it is to be an artist. You can just make a new painting
at any time you wanted to.
I like these state street fruit paintings because they show the
process. The stack of color squares toward the upper mid left are the
colors used and the sequence used in. I’ve done a lot of paintings of state
street fruit but they aren’t always collected for some reason. Anyway, I
can just make some more similar to these since I still have the stencils.
These would make cool stickers. The image is still here so it isn’t really
like I destroyed these paintings.
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Those were the three Little Dot paintings that I had until I
destroyed them. I made those in 2013 or 2014 maybe. I have it written
down somewhere. There was a show on Market Street and I was asking
$200 each. They were framed. There was one couple whom seemed
interested in getting one for their child’s room, but the price was too
much. Now seven years later these three didn’t find buyers at $20, so I
see now how $200 was too much even then. I ended up folding these in
half and throwing them away. There were painted on some kind of
canvas panel. It was like a reinforced cardboard and a canvas-like sheet
was folded over that and glued down. Something like that. I have images
somewhere of all of the paintings from this series. When I was a child
whenever I went to visit my grandmother she would have Little Dot
comic books, and I always associate Little Dot with happy memories of
visiting my grandmother.
I am happy to know that some of the paintings of Little Dot
found homes and that makes me feel good. First of all most people will
never know these paintings even ever existed. And they can look at the
pictures of them to see what they looked like, so it kind of didn’t matter.
It would have been nice if I could have sold these for thousands of
dollars to a museum, but that never happened. Well, I have other
paintings that a museum might want one day. I could have left these
around town or given them to somebody, but at a certain point I had to
let them go, and that time was earlier today, on the day that I write this.
I might as well mention here that I have a whole series of other
Little Dot artworks also made with stencils. However the stencils for
those are smaller and I hand painted them on paper. Those are really
interesting paintings and I will perhaps show them one day in a future
Birds of Mars Digest. These Little Dot paintings were done around the
time when I was interested in documenting the street art and graffiti in
Northampton. Plus the Little Dot spray-painting dots series on paper.
I have other artworks I made with stencils including some with
cartoon characters making graffiti. Like Peanuts characters. I made a lot
of them using Prismacolor markers. They fade if left out though. I spent
a lot of money on supplies. All the expensive spray paint fo the artworks
I made with the spraypaint. But it is worth it. Those artworks look great.
I have a few left, but most are out in the world somewhere.
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The next one was also on canvas panel. It was done around the
time of the Dreamscapes series back in 2012 or 2013. This painting was
when I was experimenting with really simplified forms. Outlines and
color interiors. A lot of the paintings that were in the Dreamscapes series
were like that. This painting might have been done while that exhibition
was in progress. I seem to recall that I sold some right off the walls, and
then replaced them with new paintings. I had made a few other
paintings of this corner, the Sweeties corner, where Main and Pleasant
streets meet. Some people liked these paintings, but they aren’t
necessarily the kind of art you might want hanging on the wall. They
have some interesting elements to them, but over all not very decorative.
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This painting was on gesso board and was part of that show, the
Woodstar Dreamscapes show from 2012ish. I intended to paint over this
one, but the paint I had was transparent and that wouldn’t work. So I
just kind of etched it with the sharp blade and dirtied it with grit and
mud and then tossed it. This painting always seems strange to me. It has
some things that would be worth exploring again somehow.
I have a few smaller works similar to this one. They are on 5x7
inch gesso-type board. Just of the people. That is when I was
experimenting with glazing many layers of acrylic. I didn’t really know
how it was going to turn out. I was just doing it. One of my color charts
was used to demonstrate glazing explorations.
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This next one was also on gesso-style board. It was tough
painting over this one, but I still have the image and can look at that in
the future to make new works of art. Plus I could crop this one or use
parts of it for a new artwork. The thing I like about this painting is that
little firebox toward the bottom right. I wonder if that is still there. There
used to be, in the 90s, still a lot of these fireboxes around town. I made a
painting of one of them in ’97. It doesn’t seem like they are still around,
most probably removed at some point in the past twenty-five years. I am
going to remember to pay attention and see if I can locate any.
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That previous painting of sweeties was the last of the
dreamscape type paintings. Double-outlines and the added collage of a
drawing. This was a very unusual painting, and it seems like the end of
one phase of artworks. Further research would need to be done to
determine if this is the actual case.
The next group of paintings were in-progress works on
gessobord, with acrylic. Begun in 2014 they were intended for a show in
the fall of 2014, but I was unable to get them completed in time. I had
always intended to return to them at some point, but I never ended up
doing that. The following four from that group have been painted over.
Two paintings from this group, which were closer to completion and had
a nice look to them are in a private collection of a friend of the artist.
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While painting over these I at first added the white gesso as if
continuing to work on them. I was adding the highlights to the flowers. It
looked really dynamic. And I thought that maybe I would work on these
a little bit more and make something happen with them. But then I
eventually let that idea slip away because that would mean having to
adapt to those paintings instead of not having to adapt to them by
starting a new painting, which would be easier.
Plus I have these images. I could get one of these images printed
on canvas and use that as the underpainting and then add on top of
that. Like a paint-by-numbers painting. An underpainting that gives the
form and some suggestions about lighting, but leaves it up to the artist to
decide what to do from there. That is kind of an interesting idea that
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somebody could do. I would never know about it. Someone reading this
could just take one of these images and send it to their local printer and
they could print it on canvas and then they would have one of my
paintings on canvas. If someone did that it would probably be ok of they
sent me some money if they could, but otherwise I would never know
about it. And even if I did know about it there wouldn’t be much I could
do about it. I hope that wouldn’t happen, but if it did happen there isn’t
much I could do about it. Send me money if you do that please.
One friend of mine, a famous artist, said he once went to
Copenhagen and there was a coffee shop there that was completely
decked out in all of his characters. The name was even the name of the
characters. So he had to tell them they couldn’t do that. It might have
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been cool, but you can’t steal someone’s characters like that as an
identity without some form of approval. I am kind of relieved that I
don’t have those paintings around anymore. I still have alot that I want
to get rid of, but I promised a friend that he could look at them first, but
he never showed up. I am going to delay destroying the next batch of
them until he gets a chance to see them. Now I am going to enjoy the
day. Maybe get something to eat or go for a stroll.
FYI: I also destroyed one of the 12x12” paintings. #18. That
was kind of accidental. It looked amazing and then I added some color
glazes and that messed it up, and then I tried to fix it some more and that
messed it up more so I just ended up ditching it.

